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ABSTRACT
This research was conducted based on what happened at school. Students
have low writing ability. They have difficulty making narrative texts. Therefore,
this thesis discusses the analysis of students' ability in writing narrative text by
using collaborative writing. The purpose of this research is to find out
the problems experienced by students and find out the source of the
problem using collaborative writing in narrative text.
This research was conducted based on analysis qualitatif research. The
subject of the researc were the students at the first semester of SMA
PERINTIS 1 Bandar Lampung while the sample was class X.I students consisted
of 35 students. In gathering the data, this study uses a writing task to identify
problem students in writing narrative text by sources of error according to the
theory of Brown.
The results of the research that there was many of problems experienced by
students. Students at the good level or able are 6% only 2 students, while students
at the fair level are 5 students or 14% and students at the low or unable level
is 15 students or 43%. Then 13 students fell failed level or 37%. So, it can be
concluded that, students' ability in writing especially in writing narrative text is
still low. High level or competent students are only 4 students. Based on the total
result problem, It can be shown that, students are understood with this writing
because we can see from their achievement. therefore, the source of problems
experienced by students is vocabulary.
Keywords : Analysis, collaborative writing, Writing, Narrative Texts, qualitative
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Problem
Language is very important in human life but writing also is important in
huma life. It is used by people to communicate with one another. Using one of in
four skill: reading, writing, speaking and listening.
These are often divided into two type of receptive skill are term used for
reading and listening, skill in which meaning is taken from discourse. Productive
is a term for speaking and writing, a skill where students really have to produce
their own language.
Among the four skill, writing is one of the most difficult skill to learn,
because writing is an active or productive skill so students learn how to find idea
and express them in writing. In addition, the difficulty lies not only in generating
and organizing idea, but also in translating idea into readability.
Therefore, every educated in a developed country learn to write basic in
mother tongue, but many express it through themselves clearly, logically and
well-developed to achieve the desired goal. Therefore, the majority of students in
school almost never pay attention to the writing stage.They only prefer to copy
text from sstudents who are fluent in English.
There are also rearrangements of sentence given by the teacher or taken
from the book. The above facts are common in many schools. Based on

preliminary research at SMA PERINTIS 1 Bandar Lampung, in the first semester.
By interviewing English teacher, mrs. Agustina. The researcher found several
problem in writing narrative texts.
It show that student are rarely taught to write in English. They only carried
out tasks and discuss answer together. When students are asked to write, they are
reluctant to write very simple texts, and their writing is far from expectation.
In the first semester in the first grade of senior high school students have
been required to be able to write various types of genres, such as narrative,
procedure, news items, descriptive, report, spoof, analytical exposition, hortatory
exposition, explanation and discussion. The purpose of this study is to be able to
see the students' abilities towards student learning achievement, especially in
writing narrative texts.
Travers stated, that achievement is the result of what someone has learned
from some educational experiences.1 There are several factors that can cause low
achievement in writing: internal and external factor. Internal factors that can affect
student achievement are: motivation, interests, personality, IQ, learning style, and
they rarely study at home.
And external factors that can affect student achievement are: from parents,
from school, and society.Therefore, from these factor someone will become more
creative and critical by writing. Working with writing is a language skill that can
enhance students' imagination.

1

John P Travers. 1970. Fundamental Of Education Psychology. (Pensylvania: International
Textbook Company) P. 447

Use Collaborative Writing (group work) is a writing learning strategy based
on process orientation. This strategy has been shown to increase students' ability
to learn to write narrative. Benson in Nunan, One way to support the learning
process of writing is the use of Collaborative Writing (CW) strategies.2
With the application of collaborative writing strategies, students are more
independent and active in providing feedback at each stage of writing. Feedback
from fellow students will be faster than the students concerned and the increase
will be faster. Through learning such as discussion and exchange of idea, students
get more to be directly involved in the learning process and indirectly students
also learn to assume responsibility for the smooth learning process.
In narrative paragraph writing learn, the chosen strategy must be able to
direct students to the narrative paragraph in a relatively easy way. The choice of
collaboration writing is the right strategy or technique to improve students' ability
to write narrative essay because together with them a group study together they
can expand and get thinking ideas to start writing narrative text.
Therefore, here I want to analysis the ability of students’ writing narrative
text by using collaborative writing. The teacher uses collaborative writing when
teaching learning procces. from the result of their writing by using collaborative
writing, i will find out the ability of each students’ writing narrative text.
It is supported by the results of previous research by Aulia Riski Ramadhani
about collaborative writing strategies for teaching writing text. The results showed
that the eight most common mistakes in student writing were: verbs, articles, word
2

Nunan, David. 2003. Practical English Language Teaching. New York: Mc
Graw-Hill.P-291

forms, capital letters, punctuation, missing words, spelling, and prepositions. That
the tudents have problems in writing skills such as low motivation, the uses of
media, low frequency writing instructions, lack of parental supports.3
There are several previous research studies that are relevant to this topic and
carried out by several researchers. The first, conducted by Aulia in MA
Alwashliyah, Tembung. Researcher uses collaborative writing strategies to
classify types of errors. There are several differences between previous research
and current research.
Previous research, errors and abilities of students in writing narrative texts.
While in the current study, researcher focused on ability in writing narrative texts.
The second, conducted by Nurhidayah at MA Ali Imron, Medan. An Analysis of
the Students’ Ability in Writing Narrative Text. She classified errors into six
errors, there are gramer, vocabulary, spelling, organizing ideas, main idea. 4
Vocabulary and spelling errors.
The difference between previous research and current research is that it also
discusses errors in content and vocabulary but researchers do not discuss it. Based
on the explanation above. Researcher is interested in conducting a study entitled:
An Analysis of Students' Ability in Writing Narrative Text by Using
Collaborative Writing in the First Semester of the Tenth grade at SMA PERINTIS
1 Bandar Lampung 2019/2020 academic year.

3

Aulia Risky Ramadhani, The Effect Of Collaborative Writing (Cw) Strategy On Students’
Achievement In Writing Narrative Text : A Case Of Eighth Grade Students Of MA Alwashliyah
Tembung In The Academic Year Of 2016/2017. Unpublished.
4
Nurhidayah, An Analysis On The Students’ Ability In Writing Narrative Text : A Case Of
Nineth Grade Of MA Ali Imron Medan In The Academic Year 2017. Unpublished.

B. Identification of Problem
Based on the background above, researchers identified some problems as
follows:
1. The students lack understanding in the main idea in writing narrative text.
2. The students have difficulty of vocabulary in writing narrative text.
3. The students are still lacking grammer in writing narrative text.
Therefore, it is necessary to overcome the problem and others.
C. Limitation of Problem
Based on the identification of problem, researcher want to discuss only on
the ability in writing narrative text. Research on two factors: writing skill,
especially in narrative text and collaborative writing strategy in writing narrative
text.
D. Formulation of Problem
Based on the limitation of the problem, researcher formulated the research
problem as : How is the students’ ability in writing narrative tetx and problem in
writing narrative text?

E. Research Objective
The objectives are as follow:
1. To describe students’ ability in writing narrative text.
2. To find students’ problem in writing narrative text.

F. Significance of Research
The results of this study are expected to be useful both theoretically and
practically described in the following section.
1.

Theoretical Significance:

The importance of this research is expected to be able to provide useful
contributions to develop their writing, especially in the narratvie text with
collaborative writing strategies, and can also provide other researchers to
conduct the same researcher in order to improve student writing achievement
and language skills in general by using writing strategies collaborative.
2.

Practical significance:
1) For students, this study can give effect to students to improve students'
English achievement, especially in writing narrative texts using
collaborative writing strategies.
2) For teachers, this research can be used as input and information about
how to learn to write narrative texts. So, students can get high
achievements in writing skills, especially in writing narrative texts
using collaborative strategies.
3) This was used by other researchers as a comparison in achieving the
same problem

G. Scope of Research
1.

Subject of Research

The subject of this research students at the first semester of tenth grade of SMA
PERINTIS 1 Bandar Lampung

2.

Object of Research

The objects of this research is students’ narrative text writing abality.
3.

Place of the Research

The research was conducted at SMA PERINTIS 1 Bandar Lampung.
4.

Time of the Research

The research was conducted at the firts semester of 2019/2020 academic year.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

A. Frame of Theory
a. Writing
1. Concept of Writing
Writing is still the most important means of access to the vast repository of
knowledge of literate cultures. Those fact alone demand that students in school
should gain the fullest, deepest, and richest means of using the cultural technology
of writing. According to Nystrand, writing is a matter of describing the text in
accordance with what the author can think is reasonable that the reader knows and
expects.5
Writing can be said to be information sharing activities that can be
understood by the reader. So, the writer must be able to communicate with the
reader through his sentence. States that writing is the ability to make a form of
words which generally may have a truth value that is higher than the fact that it
has put it. The product must be truly accepted by the reader. In addition, it must
contain meaningful values so that readers can benefit from writing.
Writing skills are the ability of a person to express their thoughts and
feelings expressed in written language, in a graph symbol so that readers can
understand the message in it.6 From the statement, it can be said that writing is not
one of the skills in which the writer can set his idea in the form of words,
5

Nystrand. (1989). Writing English Language Test. New York: Longman
Sudaryanto.(Februari 2001). Peningkatan keterampilan menyusun wacana narasi
melalui penerapan pendekatan ekletik. Cakrawala Pendidikan. Th XX, No 1,
61-69.
6

sentences, and paragraphs that are easily understood by the reader. The process of
describing a language that can be understood by others, namely readers. This
means that writing requires a process so that ideas can be understood and
expressed smoothly.7
Writing does not symbolize oral language but also how one expresses self
and associate with the community. Through writing, the reader will understand
the author's way of thinking. This means that writing can be a reflection of the
mind of the author.
In addition, writing is a process that what we write is often very influenced
by genre constraints, so these elements must be present in learning activities. 8
Writing cannot be separated from the genre, especially in teaching and learning
writing activities. In this case, writing activities can be present in the
classroom.From all the statements above, it can be concluded that writing is a
thinking activity after it is stated in graphic symbols, in communicative written
language.
In expressing thoughts into written language, feelings also play an important
role, so the product will be easily understood and enjoyed by the reader. In other
words, writing is closely related to thoughts, feelings, and abilities in using
language. In this case, communicative language is very necessary.

7
8

Tarigan, Henry Guntur. 1993. Menulis Sebagai Suatu Keterampilan Berbahasa.
Harmer, J. (2004). How to Teach Writing.Kuala Lumpur.Logman

2. Problems of Writing
Writing as a productive skill requires conformity in using language. This is
supported in the following quote.
"By writing, the emphasis on accuracy is far greater than that by talking ... written
assignments, on the other side often get accuracy (eg filling out the
application form) and formal language. Because they recognize this, many
students feeling under pressure when writing." 9

In addition, it also explains that writing is an individual skill. Someone talks
with others, while someone writes as if he is communicating with himself. This
makes writing harder than talking. From these two statements, it can be concluded
that writing is a difficult skill because it requires a high ability to choose words
and sentences to be understood by the reader.
That because, the reader can't criticize or ask question related to writing
directly. A similar opinion, that communication skills use the highest language
level. Four language skills in normal individual are listening, speaking, reading
and writing. The lowest or simplest level is direct communication skill related to
oral language, in the form of listening and speaking skill.
Then, one level above listening and speaking is reading, and the most
difficult level is writing. There are six common problems that might occur when
writing. These problems are of capitalization, punctuation problem, bad
organization or illogical sequence, spelling, and the last is a grammatical error.
9

Riddel, D. (2003). Teaching English as a Second Language. London: Hodder
Headline

It seem that of the six writing problem, three are very crucial, including:
misuse

of

uppercase

letters,

inadequate

use

of

punctuation,

and

inadequacy witness explanation.10 The impact is more serious than other problem
because the intended meaning is often misunderstood. Students must pay attention
to these six points to be able to make a good writing assignment.
Based on the opinions above, it can be concluded that writing has the
greatest difficulty, because writing requires higher accuracy, for example in
appropriate spelling, grammar and expression. Lack of accuracy will cause
misunderstanding. The reader may not be able to capture messages or
communication between the writer and the reader will not work properly.
3. Students of Problem in Writing
The students problems in the writing. They agreed that students lack
knowledge of appropriate vocabulary. students also have diﬃculties in grammar.
They make mistakes in subject-verb agreement, pronoun, tenses, article,
preposition and basic sentence structure. The major problem is with the uses of
tenses and article and preposition.
Additionally, lack of idea aﬀect students’ writing skill. Until and unless
students have information with them, they will not be able to pour any idea
through their pen onto the page. Organized writing is also a challenge to students
as their writing lacks coherence, consolidation of knowledge and use of formal
transitional and cohesive devices.

10

Msanjila, Y. P. (2005). Problems of Writing in Kiswahili: A Case Study of
Kigurunyembe and Morogoro Secondary Schools in Tanzania. Nordic Journal
of African Studies, Vol 14(1) , 15–25 .

The analysis of students writing samples revealed of problems in grammar,
syntax, vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, word form and word order, spoken
expressions, contracted forms, cohesion, repetition of ideas and L1 inﬂuence.
4. Steps of Writing
In practicing writing, the students have to follow the steps to make their
writing more effective and they should follow the process writin in order their
writing well. There are four steps to writing:
1. Pre-writing means preparation before writing. Including making plans
for what to write, getting ideas, and choosing similar ideas and supporting
ideas.
2. Organizing including drafting and arranging ideas in hierarchical order.
3. Writing is the main activity. This was done to develop a draft into a good
composition of writing.
4. Revise which is used to improve the order writing product become more
perfect and more understandable.11
Based on the statement that writing cannot be done without using the steps
that have been determined in order to produce writing that is easily understood.
Writing can be done through several phases such as the following quote:
"Writing activities can be arranged based on a model of development,
process oriented, and skill. A process-oriented approach will require a
pre-writing phase, a drafting or writing phase, and a revision phase. Each
phase will allow students to focus their attention on various aspects of
written communication: content, organization, goals, audience, and
grammar accuracy."12
11

Farmer, M. et al. (1985) Composition and Grammar: Steps in the Writing Process.
Chicago: Laidlaw Brothers.
12
Ramirez, A. G. (1995). Creating Context for Second Language Acquisition. New York:
Longman.

From the statement, we can conclude skills that require a process of
expressing ideas or opinions written on paper or other media is by writing. A good
writing process can be done by preparing and determining the subject, then
making a concept, and revising or writing.
“Whatever you think about it, maybe writing is a process. When you are
involved in the writing process, you gradually learn what ideas, what you
have about people and other things. You then choose the idea that you
want to express.”13
Therefore, in learning to write, students are trained to write their ideas
through the right steps, so that they will produce writing that is better and easier to
read.
5. Teaching Writing
Provide some guidance for the teacher in implementing teaching writing,
namely: teacher modeling, processes related to products, working with in
institutional constraints, serving various student needs, exploiting computer use in
the writing process.
1. Teacher modeling means that the teacher must model the writing process
at each stage and teach specific writing strategies to students through
meaningful classroom activities.
2. Linking processes to products means that the teacher guides students in
achieving certain writing goals. Although students must make different
drafts from the previous draft due to revisions, they will begin to
understand the expected results at each stage.

13

Ackley, E. et al. (1986). Bahasa Inggris MacMillan. New York: Perusahaan Penerbitan
MacMillan.

3. Working within institutional constraints means that teaching process skills
can be done through stages such as planning, compiling, responding,
revising or editing in ordinary twoperiod composition lessons. Process
skills can be repeated until they reach improvement.
4. Serving a variety of student needs means that the teacher must implement
a flexible program to meet a variety of student needs. The teacher can also
decide to ask students to enter into different writing groups as planners,
compilers, responders, reviewers or editors during the writing session. A
student may be with the planner for one writing assignment, but move to
be with the editor later for the same or another assignment, according to
their needs or developmental stages in writing.
5. Utilizing the use of computers in the writing process means teaching
writing in response to or editing stages, teachers can use computers. By
using a computer, students will easily erase the wrong words and replace
them without writing other words in the text.14
From the statement can be said. that in order to be able to carry out teaching
process skills it can be through stages, such as planning and various kinds of
processes to implement the existing supporting facilities. In teaching writing, the
teacher must be able to make students write their ideas well. The teacher must
consider writing skills must be mastered students. In this case, writing skills are
classified into six microskills and six macroskills.

14

Seow, A. (2002). The Writing Process and Process Writing. In Richards, J. C. and

Microskills:
a. Produces English graphs and orthographic patterns.
b. Produce writing at an efficient pace in accordance with the goal.
c. Produce acceptable core words and use the right word sequence pattern.
d. Use an acceptable grammar system (for example, tense, agreement,
pluralization), patterns, and rules.
e. Express certain meanings in different grammar forms.
f. Use cohesive devices in written discourse.

Macroskills:
a. Use rhetorical forms and conventions of written discourse.
b. Correctly complete the communicative function of the written text
according to its form and purpose.
c. Convey links and connections between events, and communicate
relationships such as key ideas, supporting ideas, new information,
information provided, generalizations, and examples.
d. Differentiate between literal and implicit meanings when writing.
e. Convey specific cultural references correctly in the context of written
texts.
f. Develop and use a series of writing strategies, such as accurately assessing
audience interpretations, using pre-written tools, writing fluently in the

first draft, using paraphrases and synonyms, asking peer and instructor
feedback, and using feedback to revise and edit.15
Based on the explanation above, the teacher can determine writing teaching
techniques that are in accordance with students' abilities. Examples of activities
that can be done in class based on microskill and macroskill are: rewriting
sentences or paragraphs, writing paragraphs with correct words, proper grammar,
and appropriate cohesive devices, and write paragraphs through the process
smoothly.
b. Ability
1. Ability in Writing
The word ability is derived from adjective “able” which has the similar
meaning as can. Hasan says that ability is the skill or competence in doing
something. Ability show a performance that can be done right now, mean while
talent needs practice education in order a performance can be done in future.
Talent and ability determine the achievement of the students. A student may
have talent in chemistry that is considered to obtain the achievement. So, the best
achievement comes from the talent and ability of someone. Based on the
definition above, the ability is the skill or competence.
Skill is ability to do something well. Skill implies the prerequisites of
having and accessing certain knowledge, processes, or sequences of behavior
leading to a specific performance. However, for something to be considered a
skill, it must contain an element of action.
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Learning ability has purpose, according to Crow and Crow “learning is an
active process that needs to be stimulated and guided toward desirable outcomes.
In addition learning is the acquisition of habits, knowledge, and attitudes. 16
The ability is (potential) capacity or power (to do something, physical,
mental) on special natural power to do something well. In addition, ability is
innate profile of bio psychological potentials representing coordinated profile of
individual intelligences.
In our framework, these potential (or unrealized) abilities define a space of
possible competencies (which are realized abilities). An individual only has one
space of unrealized abilities, but many competencies can be realized within it.
Note that intelligences and the space of potential abilities are completely internal
to the individual.
The interaction of the unrealized abilities of the individual with the
constraints and content of a domain result in realized abilities (or competencies). 17
Ability reflects a persons existing capacity to perform the various tasks needed for
a given job and includes both relevant knowledge and skills.
Aptitude represents a persons capability of learning something. In other
words, aptitude is potential abilities, whereas abilities are the knowledge and
skills that an individual currently possesses. When we talk about ability, we also
talk about an action, mentally and physically.
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Mental action only cannot be called ability either can physic action only.
Intention without application is not ability, because everyone can have intention,
but not everyone can realize it. Therefore, ability is an action of mental. The
ability of the students in learning can be seen from the result of the learning it self.
And the ability of the students to master the materials are not the same, even
though they are taught by the same teacher, because their ability to grasp the
material are different. In conclusion, ability is the students‟ competence to
develop narrative text.
Talent and ability determine the achievement of the students. A student may
have talent in chemistry that is considered to obtain the achievement. So, the best
achievement comes from the talent and ability of someone.
2. Concept of Student Ability
The concept of ability have repercussion for learners. Fixed ability students
with high ability level may worry about the amount of ability they possess and
how they can demonstrate this to their peer.
Therefore, in order to be able to maintain an appearance of competence,
learner with fixed concept are more likely to choose easy, low-effort task which
they can achieve easily so they can be seen as able by those around them.
This mean that challenges are seen as a potential threat to self-esteem, in so
much as those holding an entity theory of ability may avoid learning opportunity
if those opportunities are likely to show inadequacies. Boosting self-esteem can
encourage these vulnerabilities, with praise for ability fostering an entity theory.

Holding a high incremental concept of ability makes students want to learn.
In contrast to those with fixed concept, these learner are not deterred by failure or
by the perception of their peer, but favour opportunities to learn and develop. 18
This is true even when the learner’s confidence level are low; they will still
thrive on challenge, with self-esteem raised by effort and a feeling that learning
has been achieved. That many talented students do not seek challenges.
She noticed that they sometime struggle to cope with failure and question, if
not condemn their ability, when faced with setback. However, many lessaccomplished students however were not affected at all by failure and continued
to seek challenge even after setback.
To believe that these behaviour were not the result of actual ability level.
With her colleague, she went on to identify two reaction to failure. These were
helplessness and mastery-oriented pattern. Students show helplessness reaction
when they believe they have no control over the situation.
It was proposed that this belief is associated with a fixed concept of ability,
or concern about their competences. On the other hand, mastery-oriented patterns
were demonstrated when students remained focused on their goal, believing they
could achieve despite any current difficulties.
that conception of ability can be manipulated through both the actual
teaching climate and the type of feedback students receive, but these effect can be
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viewed as tenuous. Therefore, it is valid to continue this line of research to
investigate these relationship further in she students.
Although most of these studies have used the task/ego categorisation of
motivation, this present study investigates using the self-determination continuum,
which utilises intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factor. However, these two
ways of categorising have been considered to have overlapping characteristic.
Ego orientation is linked to extrinsic motivation, in that behaviour is
motivated and controlled by external factor, whereas task and intrinsic motivation
are more internally managed.
The author is not aware of any empirical work to investigate the relationship
between approaches to learning and concept of ability; however, links have been
made between approaches to learning and motivational orientation.
A deep approach is characterised by an intrinsic motivational orientation, a
surface approach by an extrinsic motivational orientation, and a strategic approach
by achievement or competence motivation.
Empirical studies that provide evidence for the association between
motivation and approaches to study generally focus on competence-motivation,
rather than on the intrinsic-extrinsic motivation continuum.
used motivation training techniques with secondary school students and
compared changes in motivation with change in approaches to study (surface,
deep, and achieving).

They found differential effect of this training on high or low achieving
students, and suggest that these differences are associated with the self-perception
of competence that are critical for expectation of achievement.
In this study, it is also hypothesised that as an incremental concept of ability
has been shown to be related to intrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation to a
deep approach, there will be a relationship between incremental concept of ability
and deep.
c. Collaborative Writing
1. The Definition of Collaborative Writing
Collaboration means close to the cooperative and we also say that they can
be combined. According to Harmer, collaborative writing experience as an
opportunity to improve writing and improve academic achievement in groups.
Emphasized that “successful collaborative writing allows students to learn from
each othert.19
Strengthening learning activities that support, enrich, and improve writing
learning for all students. complementary teaching as one of the educators takes
primary responsibility for teaching content material and others for functional
teaching how to understand skills for all students and obtain content material.
Collaborative writing is a non-threatening approach for students that results
in deliberate use of the target language across all skills and improvements that can
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be shown in writing. By providing methodical guidance and loan support, teachers
can implement this approach without major logistical weaknesses. 20
From the statement is important to give students the opportunity to assess
this method, because through careful analysis of student feedback, the instructor
can ascertain the features of the useless process and make the necessary
modifications to the program design.
2. Concept of Collaborative Writing
Collaborative writing is a derivation of the concept of cooperative learning
(CL), defined as a learning strategy involving students in small group activities (at
least two people) each having unequal levels of ability to improve their
understanding of the lesson.21
Each member of the group is not only responsible for learning what is
taught but they are also responsible for helping their group friends to learn and
understand the lessons they get.
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Figure 1.
a collaborative writing model for culturally diverse college students design
and orientation of the model

Through learning such as discussion and exchange of ideas, students get
more portion to engage directly in the learning process as well as learn to take
responsibility for the smooth running of the learning process. So, collaborative
writing is not writing together or writing in congregation.
This technique is certainly much different from traditional teaching
techniques that tend to focus on theoretical aspects and is dominated by the
teacher. In this collaborative technique, students are encouraged to dare to
participate actively through discussions and provide an assessment or response to
the ideas or opinions of others.
Collaborative writing is a writing learning strategy that involves others in
the writing process. The other so-called collaborators "monitor" each stage of
writing by providing an assessment in the form of comments and remedial

notes. Based on the assessment of collaborators, the authors fix it. And so on until
the last step.
This collaborative writing strategy has a number of advantages as follows:
1. Inculcate cooperation and tolerance of others' opinions and enhance the
ability to formulate and express ideas.
2. Inculcate an attitude of writing as a process because group work
emphasizes revision, allowing somewhat weaker students to know the
writings of more powerful peer works.
3. Encourage students to learn from each other in group work, and present
the working atmosphere they will experience in the professional world in
the future.
4. Familiarize self-correction and repeated draft writing, where the student as
the author becomes his most loyal reader.22
From the statement collaborative writing is a social process where writers
seek mutual understanding. To gain that understanding, each member acts in
accordance with a number of interaction rules and social rules. These members
built the same goal; they have different knowledge; they interact in one unity; and
they distance themselves from the text.
In addition to the above dis-advantages, the collaborative writing strategy
has several shortcomings, and the main ones are:
a. The difficulty of getting collaborative peers.
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b. In group work often too many alternatives or suggestions for confusing
improvements and.
c. Eizing many teaching time and learners. So the purpose of the statement is
important to give students the opportunity to assess this method, because
through careful analysis of student feedback, the instructor can ascertain
the features of the useless process and make the necessary modifications to
the program design.23
The use of collaborative writing in teaching writing has been widely used in
the last decade. Collaborative learning can be interpreted as a collection of
concepts and techniques to increase the value of interaction between students. 24 In
the writing process, collaborative writing can increase students' self-awareness
and confidence.
Another advantage of collaborative writing is to provide an authentic
assessment for each student (as a collaborator), and provide opportunities for
discussion that helps them get ideas and feedback. Collaborative writing in small
groups makes writing easier.
This is because in the process of writing that includes drafting, revising,
reading, and editing students do it together. Students exchange information and
respond to meet their own needs. That Collaborative writing has a positive
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footprint in the quality of student writing compared with individual writing. This
is because each student is required to help each other and work together.25
Not only provides convenience for teachers to manage their time in order to
be qualified to interact with students but also provides students with the
opportunity to brainstorm ideas and opportunities to learn from each other. In
addition to improving writing skills, collaborative writing can also enhance
students' independence.
Shows that collaborative writing can stimulate students to participate
actively. Another study conducted showed that giving feedback by students had a
positive impact. This is also reinforced by the Office's study which shows that
collaborative writing can change egocentric attitudes into awareness of the reader
so that they pay more attention to strategies for improving their writing.
In terms of student self-reliance, the teacher still acts as a facilitator
responsible for assigning tasks and managing the classroom to stimulate student
learning. Teacher monitoring when students do "collaboration" with a group of
friends is necessary.
3. Types of Collaborative Writing Activities
1. Using the Board
One way to make collaborative writing successful is to make students write
on the board. This got them out of their seats; this is perfect for those who
respond well to kinesthetic stimuli. It also allows everyone to see what's
happening. It has two activities how the board can be used in this way:
25
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a) Sentence by sentence. Students make letters in response to invitations on
the board, sentence by sentence. Each time a new student goes up to the
board in such activities, the rest of the class can help by offering
suggestion, corrections, or alternatives. This kind of writing activity has
the great advantages of creating a clear focus for everyone in the
classroom, and can create a feeling of shared.
b) Digtogloss. Students recreate a text or story the teacher read to them. One
purpose of the activity is to focus students' attention on language specific
items of language by getting them to analyses the difference between their
written recreation and the original which they have heard. 26
2. Write in groups and in pairs
There are many activities are suitable for students writing in pairs and
groups. Some of them depend on discribe to write the final version of the piece,
while some of them involve everyone writing their own text version.
Rewriting Sentence. Rewriting activity, students are presented with
stereotypical statement and asked to change them to reflect group opinion. This
provokes discussion not only about topics but also about how to write consensus
opinions appropriately. The teacher has chosen a topic for students to consider.
The students are then presented with several examples of stereotypical
statements. Or they rewrite the sentences so that they accurately reflect the group's
views. First line, last line. The first and last lines of possiblle stories can also be
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used to get student's imagination going. Students can be given the first line of a
story or the last line.
They then have to write a story to include one or the other. They discuss
situation in thier pairs or groups and create story which follow on from the first
row or end with the last line. Directions, rules, instructions. Students can be asked
to write the four, five, or six principle rule of the game they like and know how to
play in Group.
They are told that the rules must be as clear as they can make them so that
there is no uncertainly about what is meant. This kind of writing is clearly not
suitable for beginners. Story reconstruction.
In their new group, students have to work out a sequence for the four
pictures and then make a written text that tells the story of the sequence. This
activity work well. This actitivy works well. It provokes a lot of discussion which,
in turn, gets students to write enthusiasm.27
4. Steps for Collaborative Writing
To minimize confusion, we give students an outline of the entire previous
process. The procedure steps are as follows:
1. Students choose their own partners, and exchange contact information to
facilitate meetings outside the classroom;
2. In class, pairing brainstorming ideas about target topics and organizing
information into coherent groupings;
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3. Couples arranged to meet outside the class to conduct research and
information gathering to support their paper;
4. In the class, the couple performs the translation, planning, and crafting the
first draft. Students are asked to submit detailed outlines before submitting
the first draft;
5. The instructor returns an outline with related comments;
6. Work on the first draft begins. Student A types the first draft and
completes the detailed checklist provided by the instructor. After that, the
draft was sent as an e-mail attachment to Student B, who was then
responsible for editing the draft. Edits must be made with different colored
ink to highlight revisions. After completing this, Student B completes
another checklist to make sure the work is examined carefully. A detailed
checklist is provided to help students in the writing and proofreading
process. They help students to eliminate simple grammar mistakes,
spelling mistakes and typography, and ensure correct formatting,
organizing ideas in each paragraph, and good essay structure. The first
draft is then submitted to the class along with both checklists;
7. The instructor checks the draft, shows structural and organizational errors,
and provides comments and suggestions;
8. Work on the second draft begins. Students A and B switch roles for this
section. Namely, at this time Student B must type a revision and Student A
must edit it. The second draft was then submitted;

9. Students receive a single score based on their overall efforts and the
quality of their essays;
10. For the next writing assignment, if a student has been assigned role A, they
then take role B and vice versa, to ensure fairness.28
The few of step can help students work in groups with focus and relax without
any pressure.
5. The Function of Collaborative Writing
Here are two examples of how to implement collaborative writing in the
teaching of writing by using peer assisted writing activity and Peer feedback
activity.29
a) Peer Assisted Writing Activity
The steps taken in learning writing using this method are described following:
1. Split Pair
Before starting writing activities, teachers divide students in pairs. Students
who have better ability to be paired with students who are somewhat weak
in their abilities. The clever student acts as Helper (H) and low-ability students as
Writer (W) / author. Helper role helps writer during KBM process.
2. Warming up activities
In this activity the teacher asked the students to do some activities aimed at
creating an atmosphere of learning that can be comfortable and create mutual
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trust. Warming up serves to create an intimate atmosphere between helper (H)
and writer (W))
b) Peer feedback activity in Collaborative Writing
Once it is felt that the students already feel comfortable and familiar. Master
began to explain the six steps that must be done in the core activities of learning to
write using collaborative writing. Teacher can give instruction for activities (see
appendix) that should be done on each step and provide an example of how to do
it. The following description of activities on each step that must be
done helper and writer during activities.
d. Text
1. Concept of Text
The original concepts of a text, which stressed its unitary signal nature, the
indivisible unity of its functions in any cultural context, or some other qualities,
implicitly

or

explicitly

assumed

that

a

text

was

a

statement

in

some one language.Text is a unit that has meaning in its context. According to
Hartono, the text is a unit of meaning that is coherent and appropriate for the
context.30
This means that text is a set of characters that can be read and understood by
humans. In other words, text has meaning in language. According to Siahaan, text
is a linguistic unit that is meaningful in a context. Unique language text. Some
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languages may have some similarities in a text and they also have some
differences.31
Text can be concluded to have meaning in unique linguistics and language.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that the text is a
meaningful linguistic unit that is coherent and appropriate in a context. In
addition, the text is meaningful in linguistics. It can be a word or phrase or
sentence or a lecture.
2. Kind of Text
According to English Syllabus of School Based Curriculum (K13), the
teaching of writing for students of Senior High School involves the teaching of
texts. In English, there are five kinds of English text in the teaching of writing to
SMA of students.
Each of these texts has its own characteristics and functions. Students
should have knowladge of these texts. The exampel below are te genre of the
texts:32 That means. apart from some texts that are often learned or explained by
the teacher in class. students must also understand some other types of text. as
explained below:
a. Descriptive text
Descriptive text is a text that describes a particular person, place or ting. The
purpose of descriptive text is to describe people, place or something in specific.
The following is the generic structure of descriptive text:
31
32
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1) Identification, it is identify the subject or object to be described
2) Description, it gives information about the characteristics of an object.
b. Narrative Text
A narrative text is kind of text appropriate to tell activities or events in the
past which has purpose to amuse and give moral lesson to reader.33 The generic
structure of narative text are orientation, complication, evaluation, and resolution.
While the language feature as follows focuses on specific participant, use past
tense, use time connective and cunjuntion uses saying verb. The example of
narrative text are cinderella and maling kundang.
c. Recount Text
Recount text is to retell events for the purpose of informating or intertaining,
events usually arranged in a tempopral sequence. Following is the generic
structure of recount text:
1) Orientation (provides information about situation)
2) Record of events (present events in temporal sequence)
3) Re-orientation (optional stage bringing the events into present).
d.

Report text
Report text is used to describe and classify information. Informative reports

usually talk or tell about living things like plants and animals and non-living
things like rivers, mountains or oceans. Following os the generic structure of
report text:
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1) Classification of subject, (it introduces the subject of the report, general
desclaration of the report and the classification)
2) Description (they are usually in paragraphs. They contain series of facts
about various aspect of the subject.
e. Procedure text
Procedure text is intruction how to do and how to make something through a
sequence of step.34 The generic structure are goal, material, and steps. The
language feature of procedure text are focus on general human agents, use simple
pesent tense, often imperative, use mainly of material process. The example of
procedure text are how to make a cake, how to make fried rice, and how to make
noodle.
Based on these explanation, it can be concluded that there are many kinds of
text in teaching writing for student of senior high school and each student must be
abe to understand the generic structure and language feature of the text. And the
researcher chose narrative text to find students' ability to understand writing text.
a. Concept of Narrative Text
1. Definition of Narrative Text
The narrative text is a piece of text which tells a story and in doing so
entertains and informs the reader or listener.35 Is meant the narrative text above is
a description of a series of events, whether real or imaginary, written or told to
entertain.
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That narrative is a type of essay that tells a story or a series of events in
which they occur. Its purpose is to give meaning to an event or a series of events
by telling story. 36 From these statements it can be inferred that narrative texts is
concerning with a story. The story includes some events which is presented to
amuse the readers or listeners. So, written narrative texts are aimed to entertain the
readers.
Narrative texts are a form of discourse that has been fixed by writing. A
narrative is one of the forms of developing writing, for example characters told
the history of something based on the development of writing from time to time.37
Narrative is a form of composition, which has the main objectives in the
form of activities that are tied together to become an event that happened in a
certain time. From these opinions, it can be said that a narrative text is usually a
product of writing which is developed and tied together to become a story which
happened in a certain time in the past.
From the statements above, it can be concluded that a narrative text is a text
which contains a story ordered chronologically. In order that the text can be
enjoyed by the readers, the writer should arrange the text interestingly. The
purpose of telling the story is to give meaning, and to entertain the readers.
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2. The Function of Narrative Text
The narrative text to amuse, entertain and to deal with actual or vicarious
experience in the different ways: narrative deal with problematic event which lead
to a crisis or turning point of some kind, which in turn finds a resolution.
3. Types of Narrative Text
Some types of narrative texts include fairy tales, myths, legends, romances,
ballads, fables, and other classic stories including historical nuances that tell the
kingdoms of the past.
4. Kinds of Narrative
Narrative writings are divided into two kinds:
1. Non-fiction is a kind of narrative writing that tells the true story. It is often
used to recount a person‟s life story, important historical event, or new
stories. This is really a combination of narrative and informational writing.
2. Fiction is a kind of narrative that tells the untrue story. The story made up
by the writer such as short story, comics, novels, etc.38
The main purpose of this fiction is to amuse, or sometimes to teach moral lessons.
5. Language Features in Narrative Text
There are six language feature of narrative text:
1. Use the past time marker.
2. Using language telling so it doesn't seem formal but easy to digest.
3. Using various types of punctuation and types of words such as nouns,
adjectives, adverbs and verbs.
38
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4. Contains dialogue, monologue, and story narration.
5. Using active and passive verbs.
6. In one sentence it does not always consist of subject, predicate, object, and
description.39
6. Example
An Ugly Chick
One day, at the farm there was a hen with her 7 eggs. The one of those eggs was
too big for the usual hen’s egg. The hen did not understand how she had that egg
but she still took care of it.
At one morning, all of those eggs cracked. There were six cute yellow chicks and
one big black and ugly chick. The mother did not understand why one of his
chicks was too big and black and ugly. That ugly chick also grew too fast than
the other six chicks. All chicken at that farm laughed at that ugly chick and every
day they mocked him. That ugly chick was so sad. He felt different and ugly and
he was so shy of his appearance. One day, the ugly chick decided to run away
from the farm. He asked the other bird about his kind but there was no bird
knew about him. He was more and more sad and lonely. He walked slowly near
the river to get food. He saw his appearance at the river and it was true that he was
so ugly and different from the other chicks. When the ugly chick went alone, a
man come and caught him. The man took it home and kept it in a stall.
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Every day that man gave some food and water for that ugly chick. He was
saved actually but he felt alone inside that stall. He can see the other chicken
outside the stall. He did not understand why that man did not release him outside
the stall. The chick grew bigger and he did not know how long he had been in the
stall so far. He did not know yet how he looked like after he grew bigger. What he
knew was that all chickens on that farm were afraid of him. That made him
became more and more sad and felt ugly. One day, the man released him outside
that stall because its stall was not enough for his size. He can feel a little bit
happier because finally he could walk around.
He saw a big and beautiful bird came close to him. That bird was as big as him
and has so very beautiful feather. He was afraid and the he run away. Near the
pool at that farm, finally he can see his appearance. He was the same with the big
bird he had seen before. Then he understood that he was not a chicken but a
bird. Then he came to that bird and asked about his kind. He told all of his sad
stories to that bird. Finally, he knew that he was a peacock and he was happy
because he was not alone and ugly anymore. He was a beautiful peacock with his
new family.40
Explained from the examples of narrative short stories: the italic word used
in the past. And underline words that are not formal but can be understood. Next
the words that are Italic are the forms of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs.
Then, the word underline bold explains story narration. Last word is italic and in
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the bold active and passive verbs, and the sentence given italic, underline and bold
is an incomplete sentence.
Based on the narrative text example above, it can be explained that the
orientation or explanation of the character of the hen in the first paragraph will
introduce the object explained. While the second and third paragraphs of the
author show complications including explanation of characteristics, physical
appearance, and custom object. and in the last paragraph the solution in resolving
is complicated.
Narratives have been described as having several common components
including a setting, plot (series of episodes based on goals, attempts, outcomes),
resolution or story ending. 41 Based on the statements above, it can be concluded
that the generic structures of narrative texts are: Orientation which introduces the
main characters and possibly some minor characters.
Some indication is generally given of where the action and when an action
happened. Complication where the writer tells how the problem arises, sometimes
something unexpected events will happen. Resolution which is an optional closure
of event. The complication may be resolved for better or for worse, but it is rarely
left completely unresolved. The writer can conclude that resolution is the end of a
story.
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